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Large Capacity Dishwasher with 3rd Rack
Load hard-to-fit utensils or measuring spoons in the
3rd rack to free up more space for dishes below. You
can even fit taller items where you want thanks to the
adjustable rack. WDTA50SAKZ

March 31st to April 27th, 2022

1149

$

5.3 cu. ft. Electric Range with 5 in 1 Air
Fryer Oven
Features like Fan Convection Cooking and 2
FlexHeat™ Dual Radiant Elements give you the
flexibility to cook a variety of dishes. YWFE550S0LZ
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DRSG_22APR_WHIRLPOOL

Can mix & match Whirlpool & Maytag products

Buy any 2 qualifying
kitchen appliances,
SAVE AN EXTRA $100*
Buy any 3+ qualifying
kitchen appliances,
SAVE AN EXTRA $300*

30" 20 cu. ft. French Door Refrigerator
Humidity-controlled crispers let you store fruits and veggies
in their ideal environment while the tuck shelf makes room
for tall items like 2-liter bottles.
WRF560SFHZ
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Buy any 2 qualifying kitchen appliances, SAVE AN EXTRA $100 *
Buy any 3+ qualifying kitchen appliances, SAVE AN EXTRA $300*

19.6 cu. ft. French Door Refrigerator
with Strongbox™ Door Bins

Fan Convection Electric Range
with Air Fry

The PowerBlast® cycle scours away
stubborn foods like egg yolk, peanut
butter and even dried-on oatmeal.

FreshFlow™ produce preserver extends the
freshness of produce by up to 25% and a
FreshFlow™ air filter that's 15 times more
effective than baking soda at reducing
common food odours.

Air Fry allows you to make your favorite
fried foods with a crispy-on-the-outside,
juicy-on-the-inside taste using little to no
additional oil. YMER7700LZ
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MFB2055FRZ
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$
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SALE

backorders and wait times when you start
looking. Understand the timelines we give
you are not a means to frustrate you but an
honest response to manufacturer delays.
It’s important to have honest and realistic
expectations of wait times for appliances
right now.

Can mix & match Whirlpool & Maytag products

SALE

Contact us and ask about inventory levels,

KITCHEN EVENT

Stainless Steel Tub Dishwasher
with Dual Power Filtration

SALE

SHOPPING DURING A
SUPPLY SHORTAGE
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Top Load Washer

Dryer
7.0 cu. ft. capacity. The Extra
Power button boosts drying
power on any cycle extending
time, heat and tumbling.
YMEDC555DW

799
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$

Top Load Washer
4.4 cu. ft. capacity. Deep Water
Wash option fills the wash
basket with more water to help
break down loose soils.
MVWC465HW
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$

849

Dryer
7.0 cu. ft. It comes equipped
with a Wrinkle Control option
—the no-heat way to help
prevent wrinkles from setting
in. YMEDC465HW

749

SALE

$

Smart Top Load Washer
Smart washer with Extra
Power for heavy duty cycles
with deep fill option, and
quick wash cycle. MVW7230HC

1099
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$

Make
laundry day
$
so much easier
1099

Smart Top Load Electric
Dryer

SALE

Smart dryer with 7.4 cu. ft.
capacity featuring Extra Power
and Advanced Moisture
sensing. YMED7230HC

$

SALE

899

WTW5015LW

849

Electric Dryer
7 cu. ft. capacity. This front
load dryer uses sensor drying
technology to help prevent
overdrying by stopping the
load at just the right time.
YWED5010LW

749

$
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5.4 cu. ft. capacity. Prewash
clothes right inside this top load
washer using a built-in washing
machine faucet to help remove
loose soils or select the washing
machine Presoak Option to
soak and wash in one cycle.

Steam Washer
5.2 cu. ft. capacity. Skip detergent
refills for up to 40 loads with the
Load & Go dispenser.
WFW6620HC

1249

$
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4.9 cu. ft. Deep Water Wash
option offers a maximum fill to
help rinse away soils, while the
PowerWash® agitator provides
concentrated cleaning and
robust wash action to remove
tough stains. MVWC565FW

Steam Dryer
7.4 cu. ft. capacity. The Wrinkle
Shield™ Plus option with Steam
uses tumbling and steam for up
to 150 minutes after the cycle
ends or until you open the dryer
door for improved wrinkle-fighting
performance. YWED6620HC
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$
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Top Load Washer

Transform your kitchen with the
performance, potential and high design
of a perfectly matched suite.

French Door Refrigerator

36", 26.8 cu. ft. capacity with exterior
ice & water dispenser. FreshChill™
Temperature-Controlled Full-Width
Pantry lets you optimize temperature
and airflow for the specific food you're
storing. KRFF507HPS

5-Burner Dual Fuel Convection
Front Control Range

30", Even-Heat™ true convection
produces flawless results. The unique bow-tie
design and convection fan ensure the inside
of the entire oven is heated to, and stays at,
the perfect temperature. YKSDB900ESS

Dishwasher with FreeFlex™
Third Rack

$

3299

1499

$
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The FreeFlex™ Third Rack fits glasses, mugs,
bowls, silverware and cooking tools, freeing
up room below for pots, plates and mixing
bowls. KDTM404KPS
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